
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
NORTHERN LIGHTS 15 DIV 1 (89) vs ST IVES (33) 
ROUND 8, 02/06/2019 
ACRON OVAL 
 
Round 8 and our second match up for the year against the Saints. With Connor, Ethan and Nuts on the sidelines, 
there were only 16 available players, some of whom were still carrying injuries. Rhys was carrying a wrist injury and 
Tom a hip injury. Having said all of that, we still believed that there was enough talent out there to get the job done. 

First Quarter 

The first few minutes and The Lights started well, with Christian on top in the ruck and Bertie, Damo and Kody taking 
it up to the Saints in the middle. The ball was locked in the forward line and The Lights had repeated attempts on 
goal but inaccuracy meant only three minor scores. 

The Saints lifted a gear and it wasn’t long before they got the ball over the back of the forward press and were off 
and running, registering their first major. Momentum changed quickly and the Saints were on top. In the blink of an 
eye it was three goals to none. 

The Lights responded, evening up general play with Noah, Bertie and Christian regaining the ascendency in the 
middle. 

Our first goal was from the unlikely right foot of Dan Kelly with a brilliant goal on the run, closely followed by Kody 
marking and kicking truly. 

At the end of the first quarter The Lights trailed 2.5.17 to 3.2.20. 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter saw The Lights switch into gear. The plan was to clear the forward 50 and let Tom “Special K” 
have his way, and to just get the ball in long and quick with Noah or Kody roving at his feet. It is amazing what 
happens when the boys do what the coach has instructed. 

With Christian Noah and Bertie on top in the middle, Josh and Jono owning  the wings supported by Fraser and Bao 
pushing up high, Special K had enough space to ply his trade. Two great marks one on the lead and another 
contested for two quick goals. A third mark on the lead before wheeling around to hit Noah on the chest, 25 out 
straight in front. 

The Lights continued to dominate territory, and with Fraser doing a great job in the ruck in our forward fifty, this 
allowed Christian and Bertie the freedom to roll across the half forward line.  

This soon paid dividends, with Bertie playing his best game of the season, showing his talent with a brilliant bustling 
running goal from 40m out and The Lights had the momentum. 

James Webster was doing a fantastic job waving the flags perfectly for every Lights goal. 

The Saints quickly lifted their game, evening up general play but the backline was equal to the task. Nugget was 
doing a great shutdown job on the Saints best player, whilst Foggie, who was battling a severe case of man flu 
(should have been in hospital as all men know!!!), was showing that aggressive attack on the footy that we love to 
see. 

Rhys, playing with a wrist injury, took a great contested mark at half back to repel yet another Saints thrust. Whilst 
The Rock and Will were just that proving impassable, with numerous intercept marks and completely shutting out 
the Saints main forward thrusts. 

At half time The Lights led 6.6.42 to 4.2.26 



 

 

Third Quarter: 

Unfortunately, Kody had sustained a groin injury in the second quarter but stayed on the ground to help his team all 
be it on one leg. 

Play was fairly even to start the quarter but the backline continued to stand tall and provide plenty of drive. Nugget 
was back to his best after letting the body recover last week and Rhys, Will and The Rock continued to show their 
teamwork. 

Damo took a nice contested mark and a head massage before slotting through The Lights first of the quarter. The clip 
around the ears seemed to spark him into action, taking the next centre clearance, a cheeky bounce then handballs 
to Noah, handball to Dan, then back to Damo, turn the jets on and a banana finish on the run. Even I had to clap that 
one. 

The Saints hit back with the next goal but not to be outdone the war horse Kody, playing on one leg, took a great 
contested mark and kicked truly for his second of the day. 

At the three quarter time break The Lights were up 9.8.62 to 5.2.32. 

Fourth Quarter: 

At the three-quarter time break I asked the boys to kill off the game with the first couple of goals in the first five 
minutes. 

Enter Dan K stage left (being a left footer), hitting the scoreboard twice including a fantastic snap from the boundary. 
Damo also stepped up again using that speed to break clear across half forward and a drive home, making that his 
third for the day. 

However, the undoubted highlight of the quarter was Bao’s attack on the footy to receive a well-earned head high 
free. With the benefit of a 25m penalty, he was shooting for his first ever goal from the square. A nervous Coach 
turned his head but the cheer of the crowd and boys getting around him, quickly turned the head back. 

Seeing the team’s reaction in that moment, not unlike Connor in round one, is the best reward for all of the time and 
effort that we as parents give to have these moments 

 When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 13.11.89 to 5.3.33. 

A very proud Coach. 

 

 

Report by:   Stuart Pauly 


